LEGEND

Year 1
- compilation of data from previous explorer's;
- reconnaissance field visit to establish access and
  ground truth geophysical anomalies

Year 2
09-005-001 to 09-005-007
- seven loam samples targeting gravity anomalies

Year 3
- processing & analysis of Year 2 loam samples;
- mandatory relinquishment of 29 blocks;
- reconnaissance mapping of geophysical targets;
09-204-001 to 09-204-016
- 16 reconnaissance stream gravel samples

Year 4
processing and analysis of results
from Year 3 stream gravel samples;
- mandatory relinquishment of 15 blocks

Year 5
planned costeasing program postponed due to
heavy rainfall in November when excavator available;
- application to waive further mandatory reduction
  of Licence area accepted by Department

Year 6
12-004-001 - stream gravel sample
12-004-002 to 12-004-013 - loam samples

Year 7
- no field-related exploration work

Year 8
- no field-related exploration work
- re-evaluation of all exploration work to reassess
  mineral prospectivity - recommended no further work
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